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Metal-Organic Frameworks

2010-12-17

metal organic frameworks represent a new class of materials that may solve
the hydrogen storage problem associated with hydrogen fueled vehicles in this
first definitive guide to metal organic framework chemistry author l
macgillivray addresses state of art developments in this promising technology
for alternative fuels providing professors graduate and undergraduate
students structural chemists physical chemists and chemical engineers with a
historical perspective as well as the most up to date developments by leading
experts metal organic frameworks examines structure symmetry supramolecular
chemistry surface engineering metal organometallic frameworks properties and
reactions

Porous Organic Frameworks

2014-11-28

this book describes the design synthesis characterization and applications of
porous organic frameworks pofs special emphasis is placed on the utilization of
porous materials for co2 capture and ch4 and h2 storage which have promising
potential for addressing the issues of environmental degradation and climate
change it also includes two chapters introducing the properties of pofs and
defining the principles of synthesis as well as a chapter dealing with post
modified pofs this book is intended for those readers who are interested in porous
materials and their applications guangshan zhu is a professor at the college of
chemistry jilin university china

Metal-Organic Framework

2020-05-28

the series topics in current chemistry collections presents critical reviews from
the journal topics in current chemistry organized in topical volumes the scope of
coverage is all areas of chemical science including the interfaces with related
disciplines such as biology medicine and materials science the goal of each
thematic volume is to give the non specialist reader whether in academia or
industry a comprehensive insight into an area where new research is emerging
which is of interest to a larger scientific audience each review within the volume
critically surveys one aspect of that topic and places it within the context of
the volume as a whole the most significant developments of the last 5 to 10



years are presented using selected examples to illustrate the principles
discussed the coverage is not intended to be an exhaustive summary of the field
or include large quantities of data but should rather be conceptual
concentrating on the methodological thinking that will allow the non
specialist reader to understand the information presented contributions also
offer an outlook on potential future developments in the field

Design and Stability of Functionalized Metal-organic
Frameworks

2018

metal organic framework nanocomposites from design to application assembles
the latest advances in mof nanocomposites emphasizing their design
characterization manufacturing and application and offering a wide ranging view
of these materials with exceptional physical and chemical properties features
discusses various types of mof materials such as polyaniline mof
nanocomposites magnetic mof nanocomposites and carbon nanotube based mof
nanocomposites includes chapters on the usage of these materials in pollutant
removal electrochemical devices photocatalysts biomedical applications and
other applications covers different aspects of composite fabrication from
energy storage and catalysts including preparation design and characterization
techniques emphasizes the latest technology in the field of manufacturing and
design aimed at researchers academics and advanced students in materials science
and engineering this book offers a comprehensive overview and analysis of these
extraordinary materials

Metal-Organic Framework Nanocomposites

2020-11-24

an international and interdisciplinary team of leading experts from both
academia and industry report on the wide range of hot applications for mofs
discussing both the advantages and limits of the material the resulting
overview covers everything from catalysis h2 and ch4 storage and gas
purification to drug delivery and sensors from the contents design of porous
coordination polymers metal organic frameworks past present and future design
of functional metal organic frameworks by post synthetic modification
thermodynamic methods for prediction of gas separation in flexible frameworks
separation and purification of gases by mofs opportunities for mofs in co2
capture from flue gases natural gas and syngas by adsorption manufacture of
mof thin films on structured supports for separation and catalysis research



status of metal organic frameworks for on board cryo adsorptive hydrogen
storage applications separation of xylene isomers metal organic frameworks as
catalysts for organic reactions biomedical applications of metal organic
frameworks metal organic frameworks for biomedical imaging luminescent metal
organic frameworks deposition of thin films for sensor applications industrial
mof synthesis mof shaping and immobilisation a must have for every scientist in
the field

Metal-Organic Frameworks

2011-09-19

a concise introduction to the chemistry and design principles behind important
metal organic frameworks and related porous materials reticular chemistry has
been applied to synthesize new classes of porous materials that are
successfully used for myraid applications in areas such as gas separation
catalysis energy and electronics introduction to reticular chemistry gives an
unique overview of the principles of the chemistry behind metal organic
frameworks mofs covalent organic frameworks cofs and zeolitic imidazolate
frameworks zifs written by one of the pioneers in the field this book covers all
important aspects of reticular chemistry including design and synthesis
properties and characterization as well as current and future applications
designed to be an accessible resource the book is written in an easy to
understand style it includes an extensive bibliography and offers figures and
videos of crystal structures that are available as an electronic supplement
introduction to reticular chemistry describes the underlying principles and design
elements for the synthesis of important metal organic frameworks mofs and
related materials discusses both real life and future applications in various
fields such as clean energy and water adsorption offers all graphic material on
a companion website provides first hand knowledge by omar yaghi one of the
pioneers in the field and his team aimed at graduate students in chemistry
structural chemists inorganic chemists organic chemists catalytic chemists and
others introduction to reticular chemistry is a groundbreaking book that
explores the chemistry principles and applications of mofs cofs and zifs

Introduction to Reticular Chemistry

2019-03-22

rational synthesis of extended arrays of organic matter in bulk solution
crystals and thin films has always been a paramount goal of chemistry the
classical synthetic tools to obtain long range regularity are however limited
to noncovalent interactions which usually yield structurally more random



products hence a combination of porosity and regularity in organic covalently
bonded materials requires not only the design of molecular building blocks that
allow for growth into a nonperturbed regular geometry but also a
condensation mechanism that progresses under reversible thermodynamic self
optimizing conditions covalent organic frameworks cofs a variety of 2d
crystalline porous materials composed of light elements resemble an sp2 carbon
based graphene sheet but have a different molecular skeleton formed by orderly
linkage of building blocks to constitute a flat organic sheet cofs have
attracted considerable attention in the past decade because of their versatile
applications in gas storage and separation catalysis sensing drug delivery and
optoelectronic materials development compared to other porous materials cofs
allow for atomically precise control of their architectures by changing the
structure of their building blocks whereby the shapes and sizes of their pores can
be well tuned covalent organic frameworks is a compilation of different topics
in cof research from cof design and synthesis crystallization and structural
linkages to the theory of gas sorption and various applications of cofs such
as heterogeneous catalysts energy storage e g semiconductors and batteries
and biomedicine this handbook will appeal to anyone interested in
nanotechnology and new materials of gas adsorption and storage
heterogeneous catalysts electronic devices and biomedical devices

Covalent Organic Frameworks

2019-12-19

metal organic frameworks for biomedical applications is a comprehensive
authoritative reference that offers a substantial and complete treatment of
published results that have yet to be critically reviewed it offers a summary of
current research and provides in depth understanding of the role of metal
organic frameworks in biomedical engineering the title consists of twenty two
chapters presented by leading international researchers in the field chapters are
arranged by target application in biomedical engineering allowing medical and
pharmaceutic specialists to translate current materials and engineering science
on metal organic frameworks into their work presents the state of the art in
metal organic frameworks for biomedical applications offers comprehensive
treatment of metal organic frameworks that is useful to pharmaceutic and
medical experts who are non specialists in materials science helps materials
scientists and engineers understand the needs of biomedical engineering critically
reviews published results and current research in the field



Metal-Organic Frameworks for Biomedical
Applications

2020-03-17

an international and interdisciplinary team of leading experts from both
academia and industry report on the wide range of hot applications for mofs
discussing both the advantages and limits of the material the resulting
overview covers everything from catalysis h2 and ch4 storage and gas
purification to drug delivery and sensors from the contents design of porous
coordination polymers metal organic frameworks past present and future design
of functional metal organic frameworks by post synthetic modification
thermodynamic methods for prediction of gas separation in flexible frameworks
separation and purification of gases by mofs opportunities for mofs in co2
capture from flue gases natural gas and syngas by adsorption manufacture of
mof thin films on structured supports for separation and catalysis research
status of metal organic frameworks for on board cryo adsorptive hydrogen
storage applications separation of xylene isomers metal organic frameworks as
catalysts for organic reactions biomedical applications of metal organic
frameworks metal organic frameworks for biomedical imaging luminescent metal
organic frameworks deposition of thin films for sensor applications industrial
mof synthesis mof shaping and immobilisation a must have for every scientist in
the field

Metal-Organic Frameworks

2011-08-29

microporous organic polymers design synthesis and function by j x jiang and a i
cooper hydrogen methane and carbon dioxide adsorption in metal organic
framework materials by x lin n r champness and m schr�der doping of metal
organic frameworks with functional guest molecules and nanoparticles by f
schr�der and r a fischer chiral metal organic porous materials synthetic
strategies and applications in chiral separation and catalysis by k kim m banerjee
m yoon and s das controlled polymerization by incarceration of monomers in
nanochannels by t uemura and s kitagawa designing metal organic frameworks
for catalytic applications l ma and w lin magnetic and porous molecule based
materials by n roques v mugnaini and j veciana



Chemical Bonding in Metal-organic Frameworks

2016

providing vital knowledge on the design and synthesis of specific metal organic
framework mof classes as well as their properties this ready reference
summarizes the state of the art in chemistry divided into four parts the first
begins with a basic introduction to typical cluster units or coordination
geometries and provides examples of recent and advanced mof structures and
applications typical for the respective class part ii covers recent progress in
linker chemistries while special mof classes and morphology design are described
in part iii the fourth part deals with advanced characterization techniques such
as nmr in situ studies and modelling a final unique feature is the inclusion of
data sheets of commercially available mofs in the appendix enabling experts and
newcomers to the field to select the appropriate mof for a desired application a
must have reference for chemists materials scientists and engineers in academia
and industry working in the field of catalysis gas and water purification energy
storage separation and sensors

Functional Metal-Organic Frameworks: Gas
Storage, Separation and Catalysis

2010-09-15

owing to the extensive interest in construction of functional metal organic
frameworks fmofs this book discusses the roles of functional groups on the
structure and application of metal organic frameworks mofs the contents of
the book are classified based on the structural and chemical properties of
organic functions in order to make readers able to compare the different effects
of each function on the structure and application of the mofs in each chapter
the chemical properties of applied functional groups are gathered to give deeper
insight into the roles of organic functions in the structure and application of
mofs in the function application properties the authors discuss how a
functional group can dominate the host guest chemistry of the mofs and how
this host guest chemistry can expand the effectiveness and efficiency of the
material in different fields of applications finally function structure properties
are discussed in function application properties it is discussed how a functional
group can affect the topology porosity flexibility and stability of the
framework the features of this subject are novel and are presented for the first
time



The Chemistry of Metal-Organic Frameworks

2016-06-14

metal organic frameworks with heterogeneous structures a unique book that
sheds light on metal organic frameworks complex systems that often display
behaviors that surprise and cannot be easily described in this book mof based
heterostructures technology with key characteristics is completely analyzed
and the current state of the art is discussed the authors focus on the complex
heterostructures promoted by mofs with advantage of their recent new
advances for various applications with particular emphasis on their design as
an extension of the design and synthesis the shaping technology of
heterostructure mofs is also of great significance to the future practical
applications in industry adsorption desorption gas storage catalysis
conductivity optical activity of this class of complex porous materials as
this unique book covers all of the aspects of complexity in mofs with
heterogeneous structures it serves as an essential reference to the concepts of
introducing complexity to designing the future new platforms of materials with
advanced and superior properties this important compact book provides the
reader with the principal aspects of heterogeneity that produce complexity in
mofs their effects in the structure chemistry performance and applications the
effects of complexities on the structure of metal organic frameworks the roles
of complexities on metal organic frameworks applications explanation of
synthesis strategies of the complex heterostructure mofs audience this book
will be beneficial for chemists materials engineers advanced postgraduate and
graduate students researchers and specialists who are working in the area of
materials design and their chemistry porous crystalline materials coordination
polymers hybrid and functional materials as well as industry professionals
such as those working on selective catalysis and adsorption separation optics
gas capture processes of biological and pharmaceutical

Flexible Metal–Organic Frameworks

2024-03-25

presents state of the art knowledge of heterogeneous catalysts including new
applications in energy and environmental fields this book focuses on emerging
techniques in heterogeneous catalysis from new methodology for catalysts
design and synthesis surface studies and operando spectroscopies ab initio
techniques to critical catalytic systems as relevant to energy and the
environment it provides the vision of addressing the foreseeable knowledge gap
unfilled by classical knowledge in the field heterogeneous catalysts advanced
design characterization and applications begins with an overview on the



evolution in catalysts synthesis and introduces readers to facets engineering
on catalysts electrochemical synthesis of nanostructured catalytic thin films
and bandgap engineering of semiconductor photocatalysts next it examines how
we are gaining a more precise understanding of catalytic events and materials
under working conditions it covers bridging pressure gap in surface catalytic
studies tomography in catalysts design and resolving catalyst performance at
nanoscale via fluorescence microscopy quantum approaches to predicting
molecular reactions on catalytic surfaces follows that along with chapters
on density functional theory in heterogeneous catalysis first principles
simulation of electrified interfaces in electrochemistry and high throughput
computational design of novel catalytic materials the book also discusses
embracing the energy and environmental challenges of the 21st century through
heterogeneous catalysis and much more presents recent developments in
heterogeneous catalysis with emphasis on new fundamentals and emerging
techniques offers a comprehensive look at the important aspects of
heterogeneous catalysis provides an applications oriented bottoms up approach
to a high interest subject that plays a vital role in industry and is widely
applied in areas related to energy and environment heterogeneous catalysts
advanced design characterization and applications is an important book for
catalytic chemists materials scientists surface chemists physical chemists
inorganic chemists chemical engineers and other professionals working in the
chemical industry

Functional Metal-Organic Frameworks

2021-01-13

magnetic nanocatalysts are becoming an important tool for greener catalytic
processes in chemical transformations in view of the ease of their removal from
a reaction medium this book explores assorted magnetic nanocatalysts their
deployment in synthesis chemical transformation and their recovery and reuse
various thematic topics embodied include magnetic nanocatalysts for s s bond
formation n heterocycle formation c heteroatom bond formation silica
supported catalysts multicomponent reactions including their recyclability
another available volume emphasizes the utility of magnetic nanocatalysts in
industrial appliances

Structural Design and Modification of Surface
Anchored Metal-organic Frameworks: from



Fundamental Study Towards Applications

2017

this unique compendium describes research progress on metal organic framework
mof membranes for different relevant industrial gas separations specifically the
book focuses mainly on gas separations which are important in flue gas
treatment natural gas purification hydrogen purification and nuclear
reprocessing the advantages of using mofs in mixed matrix membranes are
discussed some of the pressing challenges in the field and strategies to
potentially overcome them are also distinctly outlined this volume is a useful
reference materials for professionals academics researchers and postgraduate
students in chemical engineering and materials engineering

Metal-Organic Frameworks with Heterogeneous
Structures

2021-10-12

some 80 000 metal organic frameworks mofs have been reported as of 2020
with intriguing structures and fascinating properties mofs are poised to be a
defining material of the 21st century with a great deal of commercial potential
from methane fuel automobile tanks to carbon capturing metal organic
frameworks provides an introduction to the complex world of mofs researchers
new to mofs can use this work as a jumping off point for theoretical study or
applied research the work is broad and expansive in scope but inclusive and
comprehensive in detail the authors provide a personal perspective of mof
research that provides a strong foundation in the basic methods and themes as
well as directs the reader in how to think about mofs sixteen mof structures
are animated providing more clarity into the dimensionality of mofs
accompanying links take the reader to additional 3 d structures provided by the
cambridge crystallographic data centre ccdc

Heterogeneous Catalysts

2021-02-23

metal organic frameworks and their derivatives for energy conversion and
storage comprehensively covers the updated design and synthesis of metal
organic frameworks mofs and their derived materials together with their
applications in electrochemical energy conversion and storage it starts with a
systematic description of the rational structure design and facile fabrication



methods of mof based materials and various mof derivatives then representative
examples of mofs and mof derived materials used for solar water splitting
electrocatalysis batteries and supercapacitors are demonstrated finally
developing trends such as integrating mofs with other smart materials and
emerging 3d printing technology is also covered this book is suitable for a wide
readership in material science chemical science energy field and engineering reviews
the current research directions of metal organic frameworks and their derived
materials for electrochemical energy storage and conversion technologies
discusses synthesis and design strategies of metal organic framework derived
materials focuses on the material structure property relationship and the
impact towards the improved performance of metal organic framework materials

Retrofitting Metal-organic Frameworks

2019

metal organic frameworks mofs are porous crystalline polymers con structed
by metal sites and organic building blocks since the discovery of mofs in the
1990s they have received tremendous research attention for various
applications due to their high surface area controllable mor phology tunable
chemical properties and multifunctionalities including mofs as precursors and
self sacrificing templates for synthesizing metal oxides heteroatom doped
carbons metal atoms encapsulated carbons and others thus awareness and
knowledge about mofs and their derived nanomaterials with conceptual
understanding are essential for the advanced material community this
breakthrough new volume aims to explore down to earth applications in fields
such as bio medical environmental energy and electronics this book provides an
overview of the structural and fundamental properties synthesis strate gies
and versatile applications of mofs and their derived nanomaterials it gives an
updated and comprehensive account of the research in the field of mofs and their
derived nanomaterials whether as a reference for industry professionals and
nanotechnologists or for use in the classroom for graduate and postgraduate
students faculty members and research and development specialists working in
the area of inorganic chemistry materials science and chemical engineering this is a
must have for any library

Synthetic Applications

2022-05-09

a concise introduction to the chemistry and design principles behind important
metal organic frameworks and related porous materials reticular chemistry has
been applied to synthesize new classes of porous materials that are



successfully used for myraid applications in areas such as gas separation
catalysis energy and electronics introduction to reticular chemistry gives an
unique overview of the principles of the chemistry behind metal organic
frameworks mofs covalent organic frameworks cofs and zeolitic imidazolate
frameworks zifs written by one of the pioneers in the field this book covers all
important aspects of reticular chemistry including design and synthesis
properties and characterization as well as current and future applications
designed to be an accessible resource the book is written in an easy to
understand style it includes an extensive bibliography and offers figures and
videos of crystal structures that are available as an electronic supplement
introduction to reticular chemistry describes the underlying principles and design
elements for the synthesis of important metal organic frameworks mofs and
related materials discusses both real life and future applications in various
fields such as clean energy and water adsorption offers all graphic material on
a companion website provides first hand knowledge by omar yaghi one of the
pioneers in the field and his team aimed at graduate students in chemistry
structural chemists inorganic chemists organic chemists catalytic chemists and
others introduction to reticular chemistry is a groundbreaking book that
explores the chemistry principles and applications of mofs cofs and zifs

Metal-organic Framework Membranes For Molecular
Gas Separations

2020-07-30

metal organic frameworks mofs are some of the most discussed materials of the
last decade their extraordinary porosity and functionality from metals and
organic linkers make them one of the most promising materials for a vast array
of applications the easy tunability of their pore size and shape from the micro to
meso scale by changing the connectivity of the inorganic moiety and the nature
of the organic linkers makes these materials special moreover by combining with
other suitable materials the properties of mofs can be improved further for
enhanced functionality stability ease of preparation and selectivity of
operation emerging applications and implementations of metal organic
frameworks combines the latest empirical research findings with relevant
theoretical frameworks in this area in order to improve the reader s
understanding of mofs and their different applications in areas that include drug
delivery heavy metal removal from water and gas storage the design and
synthesis of mofs are also investigated along with the preparation of
composites of mofs while covering applications that include water
defluoridation rechargeable batteries and pharmaceutically adapted drug
delivery systems the book s target audience is comprised of professionals
researchers academicians and students working in the field of physical and



polymer chemistry physics engineering science and environmental science

Design Principles to Enhance Optoelectronic
Properties in Oligothiophene-based Covalent Organic
Frameworks

2020

a comprehensive resource on techniques and applications for immobilizing
catalysts catalyst immobilization methods and applications covers catalyst
immobilization topics including technologies materials characterization chemical
activity and recyclability the book also presents innovative applications for
supported catalysts such as flow chemistry and machine assisted organic
synthesis written by an international panel of expert contributors this book
outlines the general principles of catalyst immobilization and explores different
types of supports employed in catalyst heterogenization the book s chapters
examine the immobilization of chiral organocatalysts reactions in flow
reactors 3d printed devices for catalytic systems and more catalyst
immobilization offers a modern vision and a broad and critical view of this
exciting field this important book offers a guide to supported and therefore
recyclable catalysts which is one of the most important tools for developing a
highly sustainable chemistry presents various immobilization techniques and
applications explores new trends such as 3d printed devices for catalytic
systems contains information from a leading international team of authors
written for catalytic chemists organic chemists process engineers biochemists
surface chemists materials scientists analytical chemists catalyst
immobilization methods and applications presents the latest developments and
includes a review of the innovative trends such as flow chemistry reactions in
microreactors and beyond

Metal-Organic Frameworks

2021-03-25

metal organic frameworks mofs are crystalline compoundsconsisting of rigid
organic molecules held together and organizedby metal ions or clusters special
interests in these materialsarise from the fact that many are highly porous and
can be used forstorage of small molecules for example h2 orco2 consequently
the materials are ideal candidatesfor a wide range of applications including gas
storage separationtechnologies and catalysis potential applications
includethe storage of hydrogen for fuel cell cars and the removal andstorage
of carbon dioxide in sustainable technical processes mofsoffer the inorganic



chemist and materials scientist a wide range ofnew synthetic possibilities and
open the doors to new and excitingbasic research metal organic frameworks
materials provides a solid basisfor the understanding of mofs and insights into
new inorganicmaterials structures and properties the volume also
reflectsprogress that has been made in recent years presenting a widerange of
new applications including state of the art developmentsin the promising
technology for alternative fuels thecomprehensive volume investigates
structures symmetry supramolecular chemistry surface engineering recognition
properties and reactions the content from this book will be added online to
theencyclopedia of inorganic and bioinorganic chemistry ahref wileyonlinelibrary
com ref eibc wileyonlinelibrary com ref eibc a

Metal Organic Frameworks and Their Derivatives for
Energy Conversion and Storage

2024-01-19

the series structure and bonding publishes critical reviews on topics of research
concerned with chemical structure and bonding the scope of the series spans the
entire periodic table and addresses structure and bonding issues associated with
all of the elements it also focuses attention on new and developing areas of
modern structural and theoretical chemistry such as nanostructures
molecular electronics designed molecular solids surfaces metal clusters and
supramolecular structures physical and spectroscopic techniques used to
determine examine and model structures fall within the purview of structure and
bonding to the extent that the focus is on the scientific results obtained and
not on specialist information concerning the techniques themselves issues
associated with the development of bonding models and generalizations that
illuminate the reactivity pathways and rates of chemical processes are also
relevant the individual volumes in the series are thematic the goal of each
volume is to give the reader whether at a university or in industry a
comprehensive overview of an area where new insights are emerging that are of
interest to a larger scientific audience thus each review within the volume
critically surveys one aspect of that topic and places it within the context of
the volume as a whole the most significant developments of the last 5 to 10
years should be presented using selected examples to illustrate the principles
discussed a description of the physical basis of the experimental techniques that
have been used to provide the primary data may also be appropriate if it has not
been covered in detail elsewhere the coverage need not be exhaustive in data but
should rather be conceptual concentrating on the new principles being developed
that will allow the reader who is not a specialist in the area covered to
understand the data presented discussion of possible future research directions
in the area is welcomed review articles for the individual volumes are invited by



the volume editors readership research scientists at universities or in industry
graduate students special offer for all customers who have a standing order
to the print version of structure and bonding we offer free access to the
electronic volumes of the series published in the current year via springerlink

Design and Functionalization of Metal-organic
Frameworks for Chemical Gas Sensor Applications

2019*

metal organic frameworks for chemical reactions from organic transformations
to energy applications brings together the latest information on mofs materials
covering recent technology in the field of manufacturing and design the book
covers different aspects of reactions from energy storage and catalysts
including preparation design and characterization techniques of mofs material
and applications this comprehensive resource is ideal for researchers and
advanced students studying metal organic frameworks in academia and industry
metal organic frameworks mofs are nanoporous polymers made up of inorganic
metal focuses connected by natural ligands these entities have become a hot
area of research because of their exceptional physical and chemical properties
that make them useful in di erent elds including medicine energy and the environment
since combination conditions strongly a ect the properties of these compounds it
is especially important to choose an appropriate synthetic technique that
produces a product with homogenous morphology small size dispersion and high
thermal stability covers the synthetic advantages and versatile applications
of metal organic frameworks mofs due to their organic inorganic hybrid nature
and unique porous structure includes energy applications such as batteries fuel
storage fuel cells hydrogen evaluation reactions and super capacitors
features information on using mofs as a replacement to conventional engineering
materials because they are lightweight less costly environmentally friendly and
sustainable

Elaboration And Applications Of Metal-organic
Frameworks

2018-01-29

metal organic frameworks for environmental applications examines this
important topic looking at potential materials and methods for the remediation
of pressing pollution issues such as heavy metal contaminants in water streams
radioactive waste disposal marine oil spillage the treatment of textile and dye
industry effluents the clean up of trace amounts of explosives in land and



water and many other topics this survey of the cutting edge research and
technology of mofs is an invaluable resource for researchers working in
inorganic chemistry and materials science but it is also ideal for graduate
students studying mofs and their applications examines the applications of
metal organic frameworks for the remediation of environmental pollutants
features leading experts who research the applications of mofs from around the
world including contributions from the united states india and china explores
possible solutions to some of today s most pressing environmental challenges
such as heavy metal contamination in bodies of water oil spills and clean up of
explosives hidden in land and water provides an excellent reference for
researchers and graduate students studying in the areas of inorganic chemistry
materials chemistry and environmental science

Applications of Metal-Organic Frameworks and Their
Derived Materials

2020-06-10

the emerging and interesting field of mof encouraged us to bring forth the book
titled metal organic frameworks the book is divided into three sections section a
consists of introduction section b comprises the synthesis and characterization
techniques and section c is dedicated to the applications of mofs the book
would be useful for scientists and researchers interested in the field of mofs

Introduction to Reticular Chemistry

2019-08-05

new crystalline materials organic inorganic hybrid are promising for various
applications including electrical piezoelectric ferroelectric magnetic and
catalytic processes in addition given their remarkable structural richness these
materials exhibit several interesting physical properties such as ionic
conduction ion exchange and others crystal growth morphology and grain size
are factors influencing these physical properties this book examines methods of
synthesis of the most common crystalline materials and describes nucleation
and crystal growth of various materials

Emerging Applications and Implementations of Metal-
Organic Frameworks

2021-03-18



metal organic frameworks mofs have emerged as a new family of nanoporous
materials with an enormous choice of inorganic organic building blocks mofs
possess a wide range of surface area pore size and functionality and thus have
been considered versatile materials for many potential applications this book
presents a broad collection of recent modeling studies in the field of mofs
toward potential engineering applications such as gas storage separation
carbon capture catalysis water purification and drug delivery the subject of
this book renders it unique for while the various topics on mofs boast vast
literature there is not yet a single coherent collection for modeling endeavors
the book will appeal to scientists engineers and students in the multidisciplinary
intersections of materials science chemistry and engineering

Catalyst Immobilization

2020-04-06

composites based on metal organic frameworks mofs have exceptional physical
and chemical properties and offer a great number of advanced applications in
such fields as energy storage energy conversion by catalysis sensors for
environmental applications environment safety and industrial wastewater
treatments they also have interesting medical applications such as
encapsulation of enzymes the present book covers design synthesis and
preparation of various mofs as well as the resulting product characteristics
homogenous morphology small size dispersion high thermal stability and desired
surface area

Metal-Organic Framework Materials

2014-09-19

a comprehensive volume on photocatalytic functional materials for
environmental remediation as the need for removing large amounts of pollution
and contamination in air soil and water grows emerging technologies in the field
of environmental remediation are of increasing importance the use of
photocatalysis a green technology with enormous potential to resolve the
issues related to environmental pollution breaks down toxic organic
compounds to mineralized products such as carbon dioxide and water due to
their high performance ease of fabrication long term stability and low
manufacturing costs photofunctional materials constructed from
nanocomposite materials hold great potential for environmental remediation
photocatalytic functional materials for environmental remediation examines the
development of high performance photofunctional materials for the treatment of
environmental pollutants this timely volume assembles and reviews a broad



range of ideas from leading experts in fields of chemistry physics nanotechnology
materials science and engineering precise up to date chapters cover both the
fundamentals and applications of photocatalytic functional materials
semiconductor metal nanocomposites layered double hydroxides metal organic
frameworks polymer nanocomposites and other photofunctional materials are
examined in applications such as carbon dioxide reduction and organic pollutant
degradation providing interdisciplinary focus to green technology materials for
the treatment of environmental pollutants this important work provides
comprehensive coverage of various photocatalytic materials for environmental
remediation useful for researchers and developers encompasses both fundamental
concepts and applied technology in the field focuses on novel design and
application of photocatalytic materials used for the removal of environmental
contaminates and pollution offers in depth examination of highly topical green
technology solutions presents an interdisciplinary approach to environmental
remediation photocatalytic functional materials for environmental remediation
is a vital resource for researchers engineers and graduate students in the multi
disciplinary areas of chemistry physics nanotechnology environmental science
materials science and engineering related to photocatalytic environmental
remediation

Metal-Organic Frameworks for Photonics
Applications

2014-07-08

metal organic framework based nanomaterials for energy conversion and
storage addresses current challenges and covers design and fabrication
approaches for nanomaterials based on metal organic frameworks for energy
generation and storage technologies the effect of synthetic diversity
functionalization ways of improving conductivity and electronic
transportation tuning in porosity to accommodate various types of
electrolyte and the criteria to achieve the appropriate pore size shape and
surface group of different metal sites and ligands are explored the effect of
integration of other elements such as second metals or hetero atomic doping in
the system to improve catalytic activity and durability are also covered this
is an important reference source for materials scientists engineers and energy
scientists looking to further their understanding on how metal organic
framework based nanomaterials are being used to create more efficient energy
conversion and storage systems describes major metal organic framework based
nanomaterials applications for fuel cell battery supercapacitor and
photovoltaic applications provides information on the various nanomaterial
types used for creating the most efficient energy conversion and storage
systems assesses the major challenges of using nanotechnology to manufacture



energy conversion and storage systems on an industrial scale
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